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Aiming to make the new 
Year yo-yo dieting a thing of 
the past? goFigure® is a 
science-backed, willpower-
free solution that makes it not 
just simple and effective, but sustainable too. 

Comprising a delicious selection of muesli pots, flapjacks and 
meal replacement shakes, goFigure contains the award-winning 
functional ingredient SlimBiome®. Proven to significantly reduce 
weight and body fat as part of a proactive diet, SlimBiome’s 
unique mechanism of action has also been shown to improve 
systolic blood pressure and gut health.

Visit optibiotix.online/gofigure to find out more and use                   
the discount code mETROnOV at checkout to claim 20% off             
your order.

Every day a good hair day with 
Perfectil Hair Crush gummies
ThERE’S nothing better than               
a good hair day. get ready, 
because your relationship             
with your hair is about to                 
get serious!

Vitabiotics Perfectil hair 
Crush gummies are an easy 
and delicious way to ensure 
your hair is being given a little 
extra love and some great 
nutritional 
support. We 
know beauty 
starts from 
within so 
the 
nutritional 

experts that created Perfectil®, 
the UK’s no1 beauty 
supplement brand, have 
developed a natural mixed 
berry flavoured gummy 
supplement to nourish your 
hair from the inside out. 

This fabulous little chewable 
gummy is ideal for those           
who don’t like swallowing 

tablets.           
From                  

Vitabiotics, 
available 
at: 
perfectil.
com

Get the 
weight off 
and keep  
it off with 
GoFigure 
foods 

20% off  

your order with 

reader discount code 

METRONOV 

10% off  

your first order with 

reader discount code 

METRO19 

Finding comfortable 
footwear can be hard, 
particularly if you have wider 
than average feet. ill-fitting 
shoes not only cause 
discomfort but can lead to all 
sorts of health problems, so 
finding wide trainers is 
important for keeping active 
and staying healthy. 

The right trainers can make 
all the difference to your 
lifestyle, meaning you can 
stay on your feet and perform 
at a higher level when it 
comes to keeping fit. Our new 
Balance trainers come in 
width fittings 2E,4E and 6E, 
specially designed for those 
with wider feet. These Wide Fit 

Shoes provide maximum 
comfort without compromising 
on style, so you can look good 
and feel good while 
maintaining a healthy lifestyle 
and keeping active. 

Choosing new Balance 
trainers could change your 
approach to exercise, putting 
an end to the blisters and 
discomfort which come with 
poorly designed trainers. 

See widefitshoes.co.uk, call 
020 8907 1742, or email             
info@widefitshoes.co.uk. metro 
readers are being offered 10% 
off their first order by using 
discount code mETRO19. 

Find the  
perfect  
trainers 
for wider 
feet...
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